
Directorate-General European Parliamentary Research Service
Directorate B - Library

QUESTIONS RECEIVED BY 31 May 2018

Subject: Open call for tenders for Standard Book Supply Service, supply of e-books via an
electronic platform and e-books packages for the Library of the European Parliament
Ref.: TED Contract notice 185977-2018 published in 2017/S 083-185977 on 28/04/2018

Invitation to Tender EPRS/LIBS/SER/18/003

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,

The following questions have been received:

Question 1:

Please will you clarify a point regarding the above tender. As part of the Evaluation of Exclusion
Criteria, do you require documentary evidence (extract from judicial record/solemn statement etc)
to support Annex III to be submitted with the tender, or will this be requested at a later date, should
the EP consider it to be needed?

Answer:

In order to answer your question, let us quote the Annex III (page 4-5):

“Upon request and within the time limit set by the contracting authority the person must provide
information on the persons that are members of the administrative, management or supervisory body.
It must also provide the following evidence concerning the person itself and concerning the natural or
legal persons which assume unlimited liability for the debt of the person:”

“The signatory declares that the above-mentioned person is able to provide the necessary
supporting documents listed in the relevant sections of the tender specifications and which are
not available electronically upon request and without delay.”

However, only a copy of these documents is requested with your offer. The original documents will be
requested only from the winner of each Lot by the time of the signature of the Framework Contract.

We take this opportunity to remind you that the signature of Annex III does not replace the requested
evidences.
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Question 2:

Could you please let us know if Brussels and Luxembourg have a unique delivery address per city?
If not, could you please supply a list of all delivery addresses in Belgium and Luxembourg?

The EP has only one delivery address in Brussels, and one in Luxembourg.

Question 3:

Could you please let us know what is the split of volume and/or value per location?

The majority in volume and value is ordered by Brussels.
The split is roughly: 88 % Brussels and 12% Luxembourg.

Question 4:

Lot 1 lists the Countries included with an “unspecified” category. Can you please let us not know if
“unspecified” is likely to cover the Countries listed in Lot 1 or is it likely to be other Countries not
listed.

The list of titles per place of publication was extracted from our Library Managment system. The
"unspecified" category resulted from cataloguing omissions in our system and the books in this
category are mostly from countries mentioned in Lot 1.

Question 5:

“We found two different values related to Technical and Professional capacity requirement asked
for Lot 1-3: “at least five years' experience in services/deliveries similar to those required by the
contract concerned” and “technical and professional capacity of economic operators will be
substantiated by one or more of the following documents: […] ii) a list of the principal services
provided and supplies delivered in the past three years, with the sums, clients, public or private.”

Answer:

We can confirm that the potential supplier should have at least 5 years experience in the
services/deliveries, but we ask a detailed list of the principal services provided and supplies delivered
only from the last 3 years.

Question 6:

European Parliament provided a Quality of Service score breakdown in case of Lot 4 and 5. Could
you please provide a score breakdown for Criterion 2 (Lot 1-3) also?

Answer:

The score breakdown for Lot1-3 for Criterion 2 is the following:

1. Placing an order (10 point)
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2. Preferred edition (5 points)

3. Pricing formula (2 points)

4. Price variation (2 points)

5. Fulfilment and delay (13 points)

6. Delivery arrangements (3 points)

7. Acceptance procedure (1 point)

8. Guarantee and returns (3 points)

9. Cancelling orders (3 points)

10. Invoicing (5 points)

11. Report on performance         (3 points)

Question 7:

Could you please specify which e-books and packages are needed for Lot 5?
Are their also e-audiobooks involved?
Any other media?

Answer:

In the Technical Specifications for Lot 5, first section, it is stated that the Library is only interested
in non-fiction books and within the subject fields of interest for the European Parliament.
As the contents and possibilities to access such content is constantly evolving, we cannot offer an
exhaustive list of all resources we could be interested in.
However, some examples of which kind of e-book packages might be of interest to the Library are
mentioned in Annex XIII of the call for tender.
As regards audiobooks, we currently do not foresee buying e-audiobooks.

Question 8:

In the specifications document, For Lot 1 – 3, in point 14.3 Technical and professional capacity,
point three page 16 – “a network of partners/commercial contacts ensuring regular book supply
from the countries relevant to the lot the tenderer is applying for (excluding the country in
which the tenderer is located) evidence should be produced of successfully concluded operations
with those partners.

A) What is exactly meant by partners? Eg, publishers, book distributors,
transportation companies?

B) What will be considered as satisfactory “evidence”
C) What is meant by “successfully concluded operations”?

Answer:

In point 14.3 we are looking for confirmation that you have a network of partners in countries covered
by the Lots which are not your main area of business.
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A) By partners we mean mainly other book distributors you would call upon to aid you in markets
where you do not have your own contacts. We do not mean publishers or transportation
companies. This list does not need to be exhaustive

B) Evidence could be a short confirmation from the company that they co-operate with you on a
regular basis.

C) Successfully concluded operations means that you can provide examples where you have
successfully provided content via a partner to a client.

Question 9:

Can you please confirm the exact location within the Parts and sections of the tender to present
Annex IV – Financial identification form.

Answer:

All financial and contractual transactions undertaken by the Parliament departments require prior
identification and registration in a common file of:

1. the beneficiary's identity, named the legal entity (LE)
2. the beneficiary's bank account details, named the financial identification form (FIF)

The legal entity is created on the basis of the beneficiary's legal personality, being either a legal
person or a natural person.

All winning tenderers should fill in this form which can be found in the Annex IV (an excel sheet),
and it should be provided latest before the signature of the contract in case at least one lot is awarded
to you.
We need this form filled in only once during the tender period, it means if you won more than one lot,
you have to fill in the form only ONCE.

We would like to remind you that the form has to be signed by the account owner AND  it has to be
signed and officially stamped by the bank representative.

Question 10:

Could you please let us know what “ED number” (mentioned in Annex I/A – paragraph 2.10
Invoicing) is?

Answer:

ED number is a reference number in the EP, which we apply to each Order form, and this number is
marked on each signed order form. You should mention this number on your invoice, because this
number helps us to match the invoice with the right order form.

Question 11:

In Annex I/C: Technical specifications for Lot 5, it’s mentioned European Parliament interest in
buying yearly subscriptions as well. Could you please let us know if by yearly subscriptions you mean
publishers’ subscriptions only or aggregators subscriptions are also included?
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Answer:

Mainly e-books packages from publishers are acquired. However the Library could consider buying e-
books not included in Lot 4 from aggregators in the future provided they fall under the subject
categories in point 1.

Question 12:

In the Specification (14.3 Technical and professional capacity), the European Parliament requested to
provide: For LOT 5: a list of e-book packages provided in the past one year, with the sums, clients,
public or private. Since yearly subscriptions are also included in Lot 5 scope, could you please
confirm that yearly subscription references are accepted?

Answer:

We confirm that references for yearly subscriptions to e-book packages are also accepted indeed.

Question 13:

Please accept our request for clarification regarding:
Annex_IA_technical_specifications_for_lot 1to3 – p. 12, A. 20

The European Parliament's VAT exemption must be respected for all orders where the total amount is
greater than or equal to 124 Euros for all orders issued by the European Parliament in Brussels and
greater than or equal to 240 Euros for all orders issued by the European Parliament in Luxembourg.

We understand that the European Parliament is tax exempt. Is it acceptable to respect the VAT
exemption for all orders, regardless of Euro amount?

Answer:

We hereby confirm that a VAT exemption certificate will be provided by the European Parliament
together with a global order form and orders will always be made for grouped purchases, so VAT
should not be considered per item purchased in this case. Consequently, all invoices will need to have
the mention: VAT exemption or VAT: 0% covering the total amount of the invoice.

Question 14:

En relation à l'appel d'offres cité en objet pouvez-vous me confirmer qu'il n'est pas possible de
participer pour le lot 5 mais uniquement pour une seule ressource

Answer:

We hereby confirm that the European Parliament is looking for an agent facilitating the purchases of
as many sources as possible, so offers are expected for several sources indeed.


